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UNtv1 Cop .Refuses Weaponless Union Beat

A campus police officer has
been suspended for three days
following his refusal to travel his
Union beat without a weapon.
0 fficer Richard Kaehele will
return later this week to another
beat because Hhis tour in the
Union. Will be finished by then.
We rotate our officers," said Capt.
Ralph Holst.
At Night
The Union Board today will
decide whether officers will be
allowed to carry guns, but this
would only pertain to officers in
the Union at night.

"Hell, if they could guarantee
these people will sit there and
count their prayer beads until
afte_r six, I'll go in there in mY
bathing suit," Kaehele said.
The Union Bo~U:d voted on
Aug. 18 that ''unarmed, but
uniformed policemen would be on
duty in the building beginning
Aug, 23,"
K~ehele refused to comment on
log~ acLion that may be taken. 111
have contacted my lawy-er and
will do whatever he feels is right.''
'Threats'
"There are a lot of reasons

involved, First of all, I have two.
children and no wife, As a police
officer you have to take certain
risks and I don't wish to multiply
them. My decision Waf! made
partly in view of the incidents
involving threats with guns and
knives,,, Kaehele said.

killers of (State Police Officer
Robert;) Rosenbloom at large are
able. to enter such a place as the
Union, I want to have a gun,'' he
said.

'Off The Pigs'
Kaehele said he personally
Kaehele himself was threatened believes ar1 officer's ''effect is in
with a knife by a man who told being seen with the weapon. It's
him he wasn't "a cop because I simply a means of applying
didn't have a gun."
· necessary fo:rce to handle
situations· or to prevent them
11
ln an open Union, you can't from occurring." He describes a
control who is in the building. In gun more or less as "a
view of the fact that the three psychological advantage,''

uwe don,t take courses ill
fascism contrary to popular beliM.
Many of 1ls are quite liberal," he
·
'
said.
Kaehele said he believes there
are many 11 groups who make no
bones about 'off the pigs.' "
1~ thjs .respect, he said, an
off1cer Wl thou t a weapon is
"che~ting people out of the
protection involved,"

"We're not out to batter
anyone up. I try to handle many
things just by getting someone out
of the Union," he said.

Amistad Seeks Permanent Base
Amistad, the Free University,
has been asked to vacat¢ their
offices in room 108 of the Union
because they, as a funded agency
of both ASUNM and GSA, should
have offices provided by the
student governments.
"It is and has been the policy
of the Union Board not to grant
space to any organization at the
University (other than those
meeting rooms provided) at no
charge/' stated a letter to Louis
Sanchez, director of Amistad,
from Ray Schowers, chairman of
the Union Board, The letter is
dated Oct. 15,
Expansion
"The growing need for

additional lounge space baR mad~
it necessary to expand into areas
that qilve been primarily intended ·
for this purpose. This need
increases as winter approaches and
more people move into the Union,
It is quite obvious that the Union
is already overcrowded during the
day in the lounge areas and this
use must take priority over special
interest groups that for one time
or another we have been able to
accommodate up until this time,,,
the letter continues.
Amistad returned a memo to
the Union Board asking the room
be made available to the .Free U as
a permanent base of operations.
The memo recommends "a

corner of the room will be used as
office space by Amistad. This area
will be partitioned off by burlap
dividers. The axea east of the
office space wlll be used as a
reading area. The shelves on the
walls can be stocked with
magazines, books, etc. A couch
and chairs should be provided for
this area. (Gay Liberation is
already going to use their area for
their periodicals.) The rest of the
room can be used as lounge space
which we will use to schedule
discussions, poetry readings,
debates, forums, musical
presentations, etc."
The Board gave Amistad until
(Please turn to page 5)
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· By KATHY PTACEK
Hawking. The sport conjures up visions of medieval lords
and their ladies in velvets and furs riding out to the hunt with
a hooded hawk on their wrists, the bells on the hawks' jesses
ringing merrily in the early morning. The game is sighted; the
hood removed. The wrist is lifted artd the hawk soars upward;
then down steeply at the prey. 1'he kill is fast and the prey is
secured in sharp curved talons. .
Hawking. It is also a sport not as cptnmon as it once was.
Known to the ancient Chinese, Persians and Egyptians,
hawking is the hobby of a pre-Med student at UNM.
Found the Bird
Leonard Urban, who is presently training two hawks and
an owl to hunt, first became interested in hawking two years
ago when he found a baby horned owl irt the desert. "I kept
the bird around and waited to get it to hunt," he said~
HI've hunted with the· rough -legged hawk but it doesn't
move fast enough in nature to catch other birds},; Urban said.
"I'll eventually turn it loose and will keep just one bird, the

owL"

"You have to first break the bird though to the glove so
that it will quietly stand on it for a long time. 'that may take
a week. At this time the bitd is wearing a hood. The
Swainson's hawk took about two weeks to train. Then
(Please tum t() page 7)
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_Mystified by Our 10¢
Price Tag? See·Below:
The 10 cents you see on The
Lobo flag today is not merely
decorative. The Lobo will be
sold for a dime in some 12~24
drugstores and news!ltands
across Albuquerque.
The Student Public'ations
Board y~sterday voted to sell
The Lobo off campus on a trial
basis. The newspaper will still
be distributed free on campus
to students.
Benefits expected to accrue
to The Lobo from newsstand
sales include an increase~ in
classified advertising, yearly
\.. subse:riptions and local

advertising revenue, as well as
inc:-eased circulation, explained
Tony Hillerman, <:hah'man of
the joint student- faculty
board.
"The project is · exciting. I
think people in Albuquerque
want to know what's
happening at UNM, The Lobo
is the place to find out/' said
LQbo editor Casey Church
after the meeting.
Business manager Dick Pfaff
said distributlon is planned in
Hbetween a dozen and 24
drugstores in all parts of town,
fiom Old Town to Eubank.,. .~
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Teacher Analysis VI

B&AS Faculty Allowed EvaluatiOn Option
editorial

We Can Be Boztght
The, Student Publications Board
yesterday, in voting to sell The Lobo off
campus, took an action that could presage a
new, stronger unification of campus and city
news.
Although integrally tied together in
population and programs, the city and the
campus have traditionally stood at arms
length to each other.
Despite regular coverage of the campus by
Albuquerque's two dailies, and feature
stories developed about the University by
the city's weeklies, information about the

campus has been in short supply.
Although off campus sales is on a trial
basis, we are confident The Lobo will be
well received by friends of the University, as
well as its critics. Few people can turn down
a first hand opportunity to satisfy their
curiousity.
The Lobo, to meet the needs of its new
audience, will feature more in-depth
examinations of campus programs and
policies, and more clearly explain the close
interworkings of the city and the UNM
community.

(Editor's Note,: This is the sixth in a
series on teacher evaluation at UNM.) '
By TIM CALLAHAN
Student evaluation of faculty is not
mandatory in determining teaching
performance in the School of Business and
Administrative Sciences (B&AS).
Dean Robe~:t Rehder said, "All memberR
of our faculty are encouraged to
participate in the student evaluation
process, but the decision to participate
remains with the individual faculty
member."
Rehder'estimated that seven· eighths of
the ~chool's faculty did use a student
evaluation questionnaire to determine their
teaching performance.
"The remaining eighth uses 'peer group'

Ex Cathedra
By Ti~

Hunter

In the past the political smear technique has had certain
effectiveness. At the turn of the century men who opposed
violence in industrial development were called "capitalists."
At a later time persons of conscience who resisted forced
unionism were called "management shills" or "scabs."
Persons who have opposed Stalinism have been called
"fascist" and those against Hitler were commonly referred to
as ''Jews." In the 1950's in this country it became accepted
practice to call th0$e who fought communist tyranny
"McCarthyites."
Mostly the old perjoratives have lost the mud-slinging
punch they once had. It really isn't too bad to be called a
"capitalist" or a "conservative" anymore, though once they
had opprobrious effect. No so, however, with "racist" which
while without any particular functional meaning can make
blood boil.
It is not surprising to see men use this term as an excuse to
justify actions which are otherwise indefensible. We should
all beware of such persons, surely, for as Santayana once said,
those "who think in slogans, speak in bullets."
Colon~alist

Senate Elections Will be Delayed 10 Days
The fall elections may be
delayed at least 10 days reported
Vice President Jack O'Guinn to
the ASUNM Senate last night.
Presently there is no date set
for the elections. The reason for
the possible delay is to give one of
the candidates the required time
to appeal a decision handed down
the ASUNM court earlier this
week. It is possible the elections
may be held up longer; however,
nothing is definite at this time, he
said.
In other business ASUNM

* * * * *

is a term being used in New Mexico, I believe,
for the frrst time. Just who exactly is a "colonialist" and who
is not would be tricky to determine.
" Pro~a~ly ~ "anglos" are., a priori, in the new usage
colomalists. Those of Spamsh ancestry would certainly be
"colonialist" considering how, historically, that community
arrived in this area. Navajos historically are recent arrivals in
New Mexico and the Pueblo people may have originated
outside of New Mexico.
ynfort:unately whe~ you look at each of the groups now
resident m New Mexico you can't find one which can be
clearly said to be non-colonialist. Evidentally those who
make use of this term have some special definition of their
own. Probably based on ignorant chauvinism.

"Now we have a ma11date!"

!'age 2

industry fought a successful war
against America.
Beyond Control
Stripping is particularly
dangerous as an economic force
because it is essentially beyond
economic control. If the nation
suffers a recession, or if the
demand for coal is slow,
strip·mining is preferred because it

nvolves less investment, fewer
workers, and less equipment.
Or, in boom times like these,
strip mines can be opened more
quickly than underground mines,
and more coal can be produced
ina short time to catch a spiraling
market,
Stripping is a potent force just
because it is so elementary and so
utterly independent of restraints,
It is not just the corporations that
are involved-anyone with a little
capital and no scruples can play.
Strip·mining breeds wildcat
operutors, who have appeared in
the coal rush as in every rush
before, creating tremendous social
pressures it1 the process of looting
n>sourc!.'s for hasty profits.

It is possible to strip with

extremely simple machineryj
some fly-by-night operators can
afford only the machines to cut
roads through to their mine sites;
they unhesitatingly tear into the
earth with the same equipment.
Some of the operators are so
slapdash as to dump spoil banks
directly into streams or onto

public rouds. They would be
incapable of the token
reclamation gestures made by
larger companies even were they
inclined to m\ike them.
Such wildcatters have been
quoted as suying that they don't
care if strip-mining is abolished in
two years, that they will be
millionaires many times over by
then. Easy money like this is
dangerous even to the mining
industry, and has repercussions
everywhere. But this is a rush, and
greed is in the saddle,
Power
Cheap, low-grade strip-mined
coal is in dcmund for electric
power generation, a demand
which is expected to increase

pollution·control laws there),
They are being built in the wilds,
where the coal is, and are fouling
areas where their presence assaults
the senses and ·seems sacriligious.
Such industrial sites are appearing
in untouched areas of Montana
and Wyoming,
4 Corners
The Four Corners power
complex in the Southwest is
filling the Grand Canyon with
smog; the Farmington plant's
300-mile plume of smoke was the
only evidence of human
civilization visible from space.
This operation, which includes
strip-mining on Black Mesa,
ancient tribal lands of the Hopi,
will bring the history of this most
traditional of all peoples to an
end.
Suits
The crisis is so acute that it has
caused the Hopi to break silence
and seek to defend themselves
from white culture for the first
time. They have tried lawsuits and
public appeals, · thus far to no
avail,
The Hopi, along with everyone
else who does not wish to see the
continent made over into an
industrial park, have one hope to
escape still open, the complete
abolition of strip-mining in
America.
There is a bill before the
present session of Congress, HR
4556, which would abolish all
pace of coal-stripping in strip·mining of coal in the United
anticipation of power "needs" States within six months of
forces the pace of power passage. Further, it includes
consumption at the same time, stringent provisions for reclaiming
bringing those needs into lands already destroyed, and
existence, Few who read this regulates underground mining, as
article wish to see the pattern of well, on publicly-held territory.
It was introduced by Rep. Ken
American energy-consumption
continue and amplify for decades Hechler of West Virginia, whose
constituency is made up of
to come ...
But this will be the inescapable victims of the strippers.
This bill covers coal only, but
result if strip·mined coal is
dumped on the market in the this would be enough to ward off
quantities predicted. The electric the immediate danger in many
power generators will be built, areas, especially those occupied
and once built, industry will by the Hopi and other tribes
contrive to see that they generate threatened at present by coal
power at capacity. These mining.
generators are not confined to
The .Hopi are pleading with
cities (and in fact violute
(Please lurn to page 3)

(Continued from page 2)

young, radical or disaffected
whites, many of whom have been
turning to Indian people as
teachers recently, to move on this
issue. The bill's only rhanc(> is
through widespread grassroots
pressure on the legislators.
There is some reason to believe
that such a thing is possible.
Strip-mining provokes rage in all
kinds of people, if only they learn
of its existence.
Support has been gathering
very slowly, but it has been
coming not only from militant
ecologists, but from scientific
organizations, student groups and
garden clubs,
Simple petitions and letters to
Congr,ssmen would help. Many
elected officials are nervous about
the millions of young people who
now have a vote. They would
become nervous indeed if they
began to get frank letters from
people saying that they paid little
attention to politics in general,
were crucially interested in this
one issue, and solemnly promised
to vote on the next election
against anyone failing to support
Hechler's bill as written.
Organizing
It would also help if people
began organizing on the threat as
it exists locally. Whole

greatly, Another almost unlimited
market will soon open up, a
process called "gassification," the
end product of which is a
relatively clean power source,
sought by industries under
pressure for poilu ting. This
market is the long·range object of
the coal rush,
But the point is that the furious
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Treasurer Bob Petranovich
informed the Senate ASUNM had
approximately $13,078.56
remaining in their funds. This
amount would leave around
$3000 left to spend till the end of
the semester. However,
Petranovich stated the figures
could be off by $3000.
Working on bills last night, the
Senate only passed one, An act
repealing legislation in the
ASUNM Law Book 1954·56
through 1965-66, inclusive.
Othenvise, the Senators sent 22

bills to the Steering Committee.
Five of those bills also went to the
Finance Committee for study.
Most of the bills are concerned
with the functions of ASUNM and
its committees.
Three other bills were sent to
the Finance Committee. One
would allocate $498.75 to send
five women from UNM to attend
the National Women's Conference
on Abortion Reform in San
Francisco.
It was also reported last night
the bicycle rack area with

communities could be moved to
wrath if made aware that a
strip-mine was soon to open in the
region.
Revulsion against stripping the
earth und lipping off as the basia
of our culture must become a
genuine popular movement, if
there is enough health left in us to
survive.
If a movement begins in time,
the Hopi may also survive, and
hold their roots in another
· universe for those who are groping
for a wuy of life in this one.

forth. But the essential struggle
can only take hold where the land
is threatened.

•

attendants will begin operation on
a trial basis next week, This will
be in operation for a limited time
to seek what public reuetion will
be. The area will be located
northeast of the Union on the
north side of Mesa Vista.

Package Liquor

SCHLITZ
.96 6-pk

TEQUILA
4.39 qt.
905 Yale SE

Sandwich ..Shop
..... ..

.....

Heredia Performs
Rene Heredia, will present a
flamenco anthology in concert in
Popejoy Hall, Thursday, Nov, 11,
at 8:15p.m.
Tickets are on sale at Popejoy,
for $4.50, $3,50, $3, $2.50 and
UNM stude:rts receive a $1
discount.

(@unrtrrn
3.84 case

'No Control' Strip Mining Danger

'No Control' Strip Mining Danger
By CAL TURLOCK
Alternative Features Service
American history has been a
series of rushes: land, silver, oil,
uranium, war contracts, space
contracts. All have been so many
gold rushes.
This time around it is a coal
rush that plagues us, a headlong
rush to rape the land with huge
strip·mining machines for the
immediate profits that surface
coal will yield. At least 3000
square miles-an area almost the
size of Connecticut-have already
been stripped for coal, and
predictions have it that an area
the size of New Jersey will be
similarly disposed of by the end
of tltis decade.
Changes
As with all the other rushes for
wealth, great historical changes
will follow; the face of the land
will be altered; lives will change;
but no heed is given while the
frenzy to seize the goods is
running hot.
The profits are made by
nationwide coal companies, which
in turn are subsidiaries of such
conglomerates as Gulf oil:
Humble . Oil, Behtlehem Steel,
U.S. Steel, and the major power
companies, The profits go to the
corporations, the power goes to
the cltie~>-and regional cultures
and economies are effectively
terminated.
Few Employed
Strip-mining employs
comparatively few people even at
the height of its op!!ration. It
leaves land utterly unfit for
agriculture-again, we are not
speaking only of mine sites, but of
far vaster areas attacked by
landslides and water pollution,
damaged water tables and
siltation. And it brings on the
death of spirit which overcomes
an uprooted human culture.
Indeed, the land is not fit for any
culture, for anything. The
unstable surface makes it eqt1ally
unsuitable for building. One
industrial study in Pennsylvania
decalred that strip-mined land
could only be recommended for
use us a parking lot: thHs has

in establishing the performance rating for
teaching."
Rehder said he did receive input from
students on teaching performance from
student evaulations, but that he weighed
this information with pee:r group
evalu;~tions and w1th personal dean/faculty
discussions, as well as discussions with
graduating students at both the
undergraduate and graduate level~.
·
Rehder did not believe a mandatory
student evhluation forced on the faculty
would increase the effectiveness of their
current evaluation policy.
"Our current policy attempts to give the
individual faculty member as much
independence as possible in determining
student evaluation," he said,

evaluation in place of student evaluation,"
he said,
The school's merit evaluation policy
provides a 'general guideline questionnaire'
to the faculty, to be used for student
evaluations. However, the individual
faculty member is at liberty· to change the
questionnaire as he sees fit or not use the
questionnaire at all.
The school does require a three-part
evaluation criteria and merit evaluation to
determine promotion, tenure and salary
increases, These evaluation criteria are
required evaluation evidences of teaching,
research and scholarly activity and, service.
The meri't evaluation policy states:
however, "The student evaluation form
may be considered as one of several factors

~ ~"'""'"";

Over 30
Dliicrcnt
Sandwiches
Mon·Sat
11 a.m.- ·3 a.m.
Sun
11 a.m.-1 a.m.
1600 Central sm
842·6786

.......... "' .................
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* * *

Those looking for a place to
take a stand can turn to a number
of groups for aid. Congressman
Hechler's office in the Cannon
Office Building, Washington, D.C.,
is one place to start.
A better source might be
Louise Dunlap, National Coalition
Against Strip·Mining, c/o Friends
of the Earth, 620 C St., S.E.,
Washington, D.C.
Another starting point would
be the Black Mesa Defense, 107
Cienega St., Santa Fe, New
Mexico, particularly for those
wishing to help the Hopi, Navajo,
and other Indian tribes.
All of these groups can offer
bibliographical information, lists
of Tegional organizations, and so

The Co_llege Inn
If you are tired of . ..
time wasted on
Cooking, Restaurants, Cleaning,

Commuting, Hunting for Parking,
Shoping, Utilities an_? Expenses

And would prefer . ..
We do the Cooking,
Plenty of Food, No Limit,

,,

Coffee all day, We do the Cleaning

I

Linen Supplied, Lots of Parking,

1;1
:1

I

Walk to Class
Come Look Us Over. We Now Have Some Vacancies
Also, make your Spring Reservations Now
rates from $525 per semester

303 Ash St. NE

24·3·2881
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Salinger Discusses Credibility Gap

.

FUN

FUN

OKIE'S

lOc BEER
&wry Tve, 5-6 PM

Pizza Slices 15¢ .
Dancing Every Nite
Central at Univenily

FUN

FUN

Switzerland is twice the size of
New Jersey. Switzerland's banks
also contain more New Jersey
deposits than do those in New
Jersey.

Special While They Last
K.l.H. Stereo Headphones
List- 49.95 Now 29.59
Join The Smilers-Shop
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Birdsong, Traum Reviewed

People Just •Don •t Trust the Government'
that we've put a man on
the moon. They would rather
think somebody went aut into the
desert and took pio::tures of some
rocks than believe the
government."
Salingel' gave a few examples of
the crE'dihility gap.
"Take the U-2 incident in
1959, After Powers was shot
down over the Soviet Union, the
government of the United States
gave four excuses or the incident
in 24 hours to the American
people and the world,"
"In 1934, the Bureau of Labor
and Statistics was formed to
provide to the American people
information concerning the state
of our economy. The Bureau
consisted of professional,
non-partisan people,"
"Sbt weeks ago, Nixon removed
the top :men in the Bureau and
took over their functions himself.
Part of his new economic policy?"
'Castro Knew'
"The Bay of Pigs is another
example," Salinger stated. "Castto
knew that there was to be an
invasion. AU he had to do was
read the New York Times and
listen to Cronkite.
"But the United States
govemment kept jt all under
wraps. The American people
didn't know, even I didn't know.
The first I heard about it was at 4
a.m. when a reporter called me
and asked about the Cuban
invasion. The only thing I could

.

'.'

say to him was 'What Cuban
invasion?' "
Salinger said that this cot~ntry
has the most open society in the
woJ:ld, "but sometimes this cot~ld
be a disadvantage." He cited this
example as an illust~ation.
"In 1959, CIA agents did a
stLldy of American caJ;labilities
t~sing two professors from. a
university, They hired the
professors to res(! arch the
capabilities of our missiles,
warheads, submarines, etc."
"They were not to use
classified information. They were
to base their . report solely on
publicly available information,
such as newspapers and
magazines."
So Accurate
"The professors worked for six
months compiling this report
from purely public sources. When
they turned it in, it was
immediately classified Top Secret
because it was so aecurate,"
Salinger gave the Pentagon
Papers as another example of the
governments credibility gap. He
said they should never have been
classified because their release
doesn't endanger this country in
any way, and they are "essential
to the understanding of the
American people of our
involvement in Southeast Asia,"
Salinger said, "Not only is the
government suffering from a large
credibility gap, but large
corporations are now developing
Pierre Salinger
one of their own."
"For instance, a large steel
Dumping
Salinger closed by saying that
company in this country bas been
"Texaco Oil Company says the credibility of our government
harping on their ecology efforts in they expressly forbid the dumping ia at an all-time low.
their ads. At the same time they of any type of oil anywhere in the
"We have to restore our faith
are undet indictment in five states world. Last April they dumped and trust in our government if we
for violations. of the air and water 200,000 gallons of deisel oil into w.ant our country to go
pollution laws."
Puget Sound."
foreward," he said.

Says He's Broke:

Harris Quits Presidential Campaign
WASHINGTON (UPI)- Sen.
Fred R. Harris (D·Okla.) dropped
out of the running for the 1972
De rnocratic Presidential
nomination Wednesday saying he
is broke and cannot continue an
active campaign.
Harris, who began his "New
Populism" campaign for the White
House just six weeks ago, said his
visits to more than half the states
convinced him that "there is a
new populist coalition" of
disenchanted minorities "which
can tum this country around.''
"They believe in the need for
the redistribution of income, for
breaking up the inordinate
concentrations of economic and
political power, for idealism as the
basis of foreign policy," Harris
said in a statement prepared for a
news conference.
"They want to put America
back together again around these
principles. They want the political
process to work. They see 197.2 as
the crucial year.
"But I'm broke.
"And I cannot continue to
campaign actively f'or President.

The campaign office is closing,
"Those good people who have
enlisted in this effort and the
principles we have sought to
furtlter should not be hurt by an
under • financed campaign."
Harris said he would continue
both in the Senate and elsewhere
"to discuss the real issues that can
redeem America and give our
people new hope."
Harris, 40, announced July 16
he would not seek re-election to a
second Senate term next year.
Aides denied he had made that
decision because he had lost
considerable support among
Oklahoma voters for his often
libe~al votes in the Senate.
The son of a sharecropper1
Harris earned a law degree and a
Phi Beta Kappa key at the
University of Oklahoma and
quickly got into politics,
becoming Oklahoma's youngest
state senator. He was tapped to be
Democratic national chairman
inunedJately after the violence •
plagued 1968 Democratic
National Convention in Chicago, a
post which he held tor several

months.
Harris campaigned hard for a
redistribution of power and
income, calling for the breakup of
General Motors to spur
competition in the auto industry.
He also urged a "return to
idealism" in foreign policy.
Godfrey Weitzel was once an
noted personality. But he died.
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that o£ the editorial board or 'l'he Lobo.
Nothing rlecessa.rlly reprffientll the views
or the Associated Students or the Uni•
versltv of New Mexico.

Omegas Back
Some Covers Should Be 'Plain Brown' N.A. WeekInspire 'Pride'
"WHAT IT IS"
myself on occasion- looking for "DOUBLE-BACK"
Edwin Birdsong
gold in the garbage- let me Happy Artie Traum
(Polydor/24·4071)
There are those who say that
record companies should issue

albums in {>lain brown jackets and
spend the money that would go
into cover art 011 the musicians.
'l'his policy might have helped
Edwin Birdsong. The jacket for
"What It Is" might. wPJl haY~'~
dissuaded me, in its garishness,
from buying the record. In case
this sounds appealing to people
who like to buy albums with ugly
covers - something I've done

&

assure you that this record is
en~irely worthy of its container,
Qood music. has saved ma!J.y a
song from its own lyrics, but
Birdsong's music can't even save
itself: Granted, lines like "It':;;
hard to move/ When it's your
move/ Cause when you move/
You have to have it together/
Cause when you move/ You can't
talk about the weathe:t" would
present a challenge to any musical
!long-saver,
Style~stealer
Birdsong meets the challenge
by shamelessly copping the styles
of Sly and the Family Stone and
the Temptationa. The imitation
on this record is so blatant I'm
surprised the album was released.
As it is, one feels insulted listening
to Birdsong's lame renditions of
someone else's music. '<J
Part of the way music develops
is from musicians learning from
each other, which often involves
borrowing riffs and so on. But I
~an't see any process of growth
involved in imitating withoutadding something from oneself.

.

* * *

2 Amistad Petitions Circulated
(Continued {rom page 1)

Jan. 1 to move from the room.
"We were just getting settled
here," said Linda Kempf, assistant
to the coordinators.
"We felt the Union Board's
letter was very vague and the
reasons were not very strong," she
$aid. "Our feeling was that they
never gave us an option - they
never gave us the option of
offering to pay rent."
If Amistad was moved, it would
probably be to Mesa Vista, "Mesa
Vista," Kempf said, "is a lot less
centrally located. The Union
office gives us room for
classrooms - especially when
classes don't require desks."
Amistad has the right to appeal
the case, which will go before the
Union Board today, to the
director of the Union, the vice
president for academic affairs, the
president or the Regents,
Schowers said.
f,'r'"''''"'·'''·':'·"-'"·:·~"·.'-':'>•''c'~·••·
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TbU<Solay, November 11,1971
Campus CrUsade f<Jr Cluist, Union
room 231-A; 9·9:30 a.m.
Wolt Trap Foundation, Union
Ballroom, 11 a.m. • 6 p.m.
Power Cells, Union theater, 1-2 p,tn,
FUm Cotnmitte!'l, Union theater, 6, 8
&10p,m,
Campus Crusade for Christ. Union
room 231-A, 7·10:30 p,nt.
Christian Science Organization,
Union room 230, 7-10 p.m.
K-ettes, Union roo111 2lio-B. 7·9 p.m.
3HO, Union room 25o-C
Cucle K, Union 26D-A, 7:31).9:30
p.m.
Union Board, Union rootn 258,
7:3o-9 p.m.
Women's Coordinating Center,
Union :room 25o-D, 7:3o-9:30p,m,
SIMS, Union rootri 2310-'E, 8-10
p.m.
Campus Crusade for Christ, Union
231-C, 9:30-10:30 p.m.
Tables in Lobby: Las Chicanas 10
a.m. • 2 p.m. Students of Objectivism 8
a.m. - 5 p.m. Student Tenant Un(on 9
a.rn, - 3 p ..m.

Petitions
Currently, Amistad is
circulating two petitions.
"We, the undersigned, support
and agree with the proposal that
Amistad: the Free University be
given land by the University of
New Mexico on which to build a
structure devoted to the goal of
free education; or alternatively, an
unoccupied building."
The other petition reads: "We,
the undersigned, support and
agree with the proposal Lhat
Amistad: the Free University be
allowed to remain in room 108 in
the Student Union Building from
which to continue their
operations."

CAMPUS

BRIEF§

(Capitol/ST-799)
The brothers Happy and Artie
Tra1,1m have been part of the New

York City folk music scene since
the e!\rly '60s: teaching guitar,
singing at rallies and teach-ins
(remember teach-ins?), playing in
coffee - houses. Two years or so
ago they moved out of fhe dty
into the Woodstock area of New
York State to write, record, and
forget the city vibes.
Whether or not life in New
York City satisfied the TraUir>..s,
their life in the country has not
led them to make good music, on
record at least.
The Traums are excellent
guitarists, and good singers in
public, but that is the extent of
their revealed talent$;
unfortunately, the production of
a good record calls for more. than
that.
Can't Write
Neither of the Traums can
write songs and their singing on
record is boring. They do only a
little better singing songs written
by others: .on this album "Mister
Movie Man,'' and even listening to
that I can't help but Wllllt to hear
a good singer sing it.
Perhaps the Traums would do
better with a style closer to the
city. The l!ongs and
instrumentation on this album
and their first record attempt a
country style in j;j:le manner of
some of their new neighbors -the
Band, The Traums' attempt at
country music sounds selfconscious and is painful to listen
to.
I can't imagine anyone but
good friends of the Traums liking
this album.
Peter Katel

Omega Psi Phi, the only black
fraternity at UNM, an11ounces its
annu.11.l observance of National
Achievement Week, Nov. 7-14.
This celebration dates back to
1920, .with a break at 1925. It is
one of Omega's many efforts to
''develop man-hood by inspiring
race pride," and "live and achieve
in accordance with its four
cardinal principles: Man-hood,
Scholarship, Perseverance, and
Uplift,"
The project's theme this year is
the "Effect of Social and Physicl!l
Pollution of Man's Mind, Body
and Spirit," which "contributes to
a disintegratio11 of the best in our
society. It is an attempt to
sensitize the individual to his role
in eliminating this polluticm."
Omega began its observance
Nov. 7 by attending the First
Pilgrims Church with Pastor Rev.
Everage, and will conclude the
week with a banquet in the Desert
Room at the Student Union
Building, beginning at 5 o'clock.
A Citizen of the Year, Student of
the Year, and Omega Man of the
Year will be named during the
banquet,

l
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Legislators Visit
UNM for Lunch
UNM will host members of the
New Mexico Legislature this
Friday for a luncheon and open
forum discu~on.
Robert 0. Lalicker, assistant to
vice president for administration
and development, said that
"invitations have been sent to all
legislators to give them chance to
meet administrators, faculty and
students and to discuss matters
that relate to each."
After lunch the group will
adjourn to the Kiva for an open
forum of questions and answers
concerning "budget, enrollment
trends, and specific financial
needs - the Hbrary,'' Laliclter
said,
The forum will be open ended
with 110 agenda.
The administration is "pleased
with the response" as 30
legislators have made
confirmations.

I I

the
best

23¢

HAMBURGER
in town

Health Education Advisement
Health Ei:lucation majors can
meet with advisors in Health
Education for program planning.

Henry's Drive-ln
1 6 Central 9 am to 11 am
'11•'''1 11'' • llfiiiiUlllllllMIII~IIIIIUUIIIItJillii!IIIUIIIUiliiiHIIIIIIII:

Gold Street
Circus
1820 Cenlral-243-1983

RECORDS, pipes, papers, clips, incense, candles, oils,
Indian prints, Rolling devices, Cotnix and on and on •..
Chicago at Carnegie Hall (live)
4LP set $8.99

Wollman Speaks
The Brown Bag Seminar
sponsored by The Society of the
Sigma XI will present "Water
Resources Planning." Presenting
the program will be Nathaniel
Wollman, Dean of the College of
Arts and Sciences.
The program will be held
TUesday, Nov. 16 at 12:15 p.m.,
room 143A at the Farris
Engineering Center,

Chicano Recruitment

Chicanos interested in graduate
school are invited to attenG
recruitment and information on
en trance and imancial aid fat
Harvard, Radcliff, MIT, Wellesley,
Brandeis, Boston University, at
the Chicano Studies Center Nov.
15, from 2·5 p.m.
Chris Lucero, a former UNM
student, will be recruiting.

The Afro-American Studies Program
The University of New Mexico
Presents
The Broadway Touring Company of

ELECTRONIC GARRARD
S-TRACK STEREO SYSTEM
e Electrophortic 'r113-8.'I'rack stereo
tape . cartridge player, AM/FM,
Multiplex radio with 2 air-susp.
speakers ..... , ..........•.......• 139·95
• Garrard goB-Auto, turntable . • . . •• 39·50
• Garrard B1-matching base • • • . • • . . IJo!iO

COMPLETE SYSTEM

Separate purchase prio_:: 18 4.95

Ielegance.
cno~al
.n~.~

~unciay Nov. 14--8:15 PM
$4.50, 4.00, 3.50, 3.00, 2.50

UNM Students lf2 Price

THE UNlVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

POPEJOY HALL

NATIONALLY ADVERTISED
NOW SHOWING
NEW COltl:CT!ON

2312 CENTRAL SE
NEW :M:EXtCO LOBO

'fhursday, November 11, 1911

••• Why n0t?
Your In Love with

BELLAS HESS

g81H Mcnaul N.E.
Mon.-Fri. 10 a.m.· to p.m.

Sat, 9 a.m.•g p.m., Sun. w a.nn..tin.trr

the most beautiful
girl in the world!
OPPOSITE YALE PARK
Page5

Miner Defense 'Tenacious
By ROGER J. RUVOLO
On Hallowe'en night last year
the UNM football team was down
in El Paso wrecking havoc on the
Miners of coach Bobby Dobbs,
using a 365-yard rushing
performance to soundly defeat
the Miners, 35-16.
The rushing game of head
coach Rudy Feldman had beaten
A!:izona 35·7 a week earlier in
Albuquerque, and had estahlished
smoothness again in El Paso,
taking a 35-3 lead into the fourth
quarter, But the Miners led the
game in total offense, 462 yards,
and had set a quiet little
precedent of their own. .
Hatch Nets 137
Phil Hatch ran for 137 yards in
that game, and this year returns as
one of the finest backs in the
WAC, said UNM assistant coach
Gary Sloan, who scouted the
Miners two weeks ago in their
16·0 loss to Brigham Young in El
Paso.
"That's one of the big things to
considex in the game against
UTEP," said Sloan. "Most teams
usually have three or four days to
prepare for their next opponent,
but UTEP has had two weeks,"
The Lobos had no open date last
week, but used their Saturday
well in beating utah 57·39 behind
a total offensive secondary, and
gave up most of Utah's 463 yards
in the air, including four TD
passes by sub Don Van Galder.
Keithley Praised
Sloan had nothing but praise
for Miner quarterback Gary
Keithley, a transfer from Texas
who took over the number one
field general slot from past star
Bill Craigo. "He's an excellent
passer, probably as good as Van

Miners played thus far this season,
five of them have had one
touchdown or less for opponents.
In fact, UTEP has the Uest scoring
defense in the league, giving up a
14 points a game &verage,
Croft Switched
Sloan said some of the changes
in the UTEP lineup include the
switch of All-WAC middle guard
Don Croft to a defensive tackle
position. Croft is the chief reason
Sloan said the Miners are ''big and
physical up front," as he weighs
245. Cro:i't is joined in the
defensive front by Jaime
Chav&ndo (252), Brooks West
(246), and linebacker Tony Perea
(215 ).
Weight is not the biggest asset
to the UTEP secondary, although
Sloan said that it doesn't hurt the
Miners to any great extent, as
their two le&ding defensive backs
can be compared favorably to
ASU's Windlan_Ilall.
Secondary Strong
Eric Washington at the
cornerback post has three
interceptions this season, and his
counterpart cornerback Bernard
Chapman has five. The two
combine with safety Al Kimball
to form the back of Dobbs' new
setup, and Sloan said they do the
job admirably. "Kimball covers
the field well from sideline to
sideline," said Sloan.
Sloan said the linebackers are a
strong part of Dobbs' new
defense, and with the return of
Perea and Ken Koval from last
year's lineup, they help make up a
well· balanced defensive front.
Koval started at the strong safety
slot last year.
Sloan stressed the importance
behind the fact that the Miners
have had two weeks to prepare for
the game against the Lobos
Saturday afternoon. "We don't
know what to anticipate, but we
think they might throw a little
more," said Sloan.
Dobbs was thinking of thE! same
thing. "New Mexico's offense is
every bit as explosive as that of
Arizona State," said Dobbs. "Our
key is to stop the Lobos' running
game, and we devoted a big share
of our practice sessions last week
to just that."
Long in Top Three
Dobbs also termed Lobo
quarterback Rocky Long "one of
the three best Wishbone
quarterbacks in the nation."
Dobbs said, "I rate him in the
same category with Jack Mildren
of Oklahoma and Eddie Phillips of
Texas."
The two schools have been
playing each other since 1919 and
the Miners hold a slight edge
21·18·3. Gametime at University
Stadium Saturday is 1:30 p.m.
The Lobos are 3·1 in the WAC,
while the Miners are 1·4.
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(Continued from page 1)
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everyday you have the hawk stand
on the glove without the hood, If
you're a crack falconer it should
take less than a month."

...

,~·

Don't Forget Glove
The trainer will signal it, then
hold up a gloved hand and the
bird jumps to it and eats the food.
Urban said that most falconers do
not recommend using the glove
without food on it,
After the bird is trained to the
glove and can accept food from it,
it is then broken to the lure.
"A lure is the hide or skin that
looks like the animal you want
the bird to kill," Urban stated,
"It's an effigy. You just can't have
it laying flat. You have someone
pull it .around on the ground.
"You want the bird to hit the
head of the. animal. That makes a
fast kill and avoids breaking the
hawk's feathers. If it grabs the
tail, the lure is jerked so hard that
it will be difficult to hold on and
preferably the bird will let go of
it,
'Easy Kill'
"When the bird does hit the
head, you ease up on the lure so
that it seems more like a fight and
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The Totem Pole is your place
for a colorful variety of
comfortable, contemporary
fashions. Shirts by Manhat·
tan & Van Heusen. Ties by
Resilio & Liebert. Slacks
by Levi, Lee & Mr. Hicks.
Windbreaker jackets, Bechelli
belts, Jockey underwear &
Interwoven socks. Make
soine!.me's heart soar like
an eagle with a CC![lrful
something from The Totem • ·
Pole. Use our convenient
lay-away plan
or give a gift certificate.
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6307 ll'lenaul Northeast J free front door parklng
shop weekdays 10 to 8 I Saturday 'til 6 I Sunday 12 to 6
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Strength

By PATRICIA McCORMACK
NEW YORK (UPI) Taxpayers ask:
-"Are we spending too much
on education?"
-"How r.:an we get more out of
the school dollar?"
There are no simple answers to
the questions, but Dr. Nickolaus
Engelhardt, of Purdy Station,
N.Y., knows of some ways to "cut
the fat" out of the budget-and
stretch the dollar.
Engelhardt, consultant in the
planning of school buildings and
director of educational surveys
nationwide since 1947, discussed
cost-cutting steps during an
interview.
He is president of Engelhardt
and Engelhardt Inc., educational
consultants to private and. public
schools of all sizes.
Engelhardt's suggestions
include "changing the character of
the school year."
Knocking off the last years of
high school, he believes, is a real
possibility.
"Many youngsters in the 11th
and 12th grades are marking time
and are bored," he said. "The
time could be reduced if schools
eliminated deadwood in course
content and e.rased repetition all
along the academic ladder, from
first grade up. In some schools,
"time telling" is taught three
years in a row. It's time-wasting.
-Training custodians to make
them more efficient. Six
untrained custodians on the

Shown above is Texas· El
Paso's Phil Hatch, candidate for
AU-Wac back honors. Hatch
t!ombines with James Berry to
comprise the strength behind the
UTEP running attack. The Miners
face the Lobos Saturday at
University Stadium.

Rugby Club toHostASU
For Two Different Games
The New Mexico Rugby Club
will entertain the Arizona State
Rugby Club on Saturday, Nov. 13
at 2 p.m. on the fields east of
Johnson Gym.
For all of those athletic
traditionalists who will be
attending the football game that
afternoon there will be a
consolation or "hangover" game
t.o be played Sunday morning at
10 a.m. on the same fields.
The hangover game arose from
the ancient custom of rugby

players to drink beer and discuss
the day's game with their
opponents. After getting liberally
inebriated the teams then try to
sleep it off and attempt the next
day to prove the mettle of their
virility via the rugby route.
Whether the quality of the contest
differs after spirits are inbibed
remains to be seen.
The team requests all interested
spectators (.no disinterested
spectators allowed) to come and
"enjoy the festivities." It might
prove to be enlightening, or
interesting to say the least.
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Date of Departure
December 20

Southwestern :Electronics
Mr. Ruth 265-2363
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December 22

10% off with student J.D.

266-0550 7:00am-midnight Across from Johnson Gym
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The reason: When a school's Wfot11
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not idle in summer, pupil loads ~ .5f1V@f chr/Sf~
can be staggered around the
calendar. Roughly one-third more
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students can use the facilities
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without adding to the school -pf,.lr;5(5/
building.
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Much to the taxpayers' delight,
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school systems are doing
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RED
CROW
great foodt great prices
now

10%

discount

with UNM ID card

Scholarship
Applications may be obtained
in room 118 of the Student Aids
Office for the Nora Mitchell
McDowell Chapter of the United
Daughters of the Confederacy
Scholarship in the amount of
$200 for Semester n.
Applicant shall be 11 lineal
descendant of a Confederate
Veteran as proven by the Chapter.
Students applying should furnish
the name and state from which
their ancestor enlisted and if
known, the army company.
Deadline for scholarship
applications Dec. 1.

RED CROW
5101 ZUNI SE

r.JCCO'"'...OCCICCCII'Y"~JCCCI acccccocc0ococ-

GJ&J\&
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CJIEJ«3DIA

A FLAMENCO ANTHOLOGY
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TV/Flight
TW35B
TV/337
TV/424
TV/157
TW35B
TV/483
TV/337
TV/424
TWI57
TV/358
TW35B
TW483
TV/337

Depart
3:00PM
6:30PM
12:15 PM
2:15PM
3:00PM
3:40PM
6:30PM
12:15 PM
2:15PM
3:00PM
3:00PM
3:40PM
6:30PM

Artive
6:28PM
7:17 i'M
3,40 PM
2:58PM
6:28PM
5:47PM
7:17PM
3:40PM
2:59PM
6:28PM
10:30 PM
5:46PM
7:17PM

Oestinallon
Chicago
los Angeles
Chit~go
Los Angeles
Chicago
San Francisco
Los An!Jeles
Chicago
Los Angeles
Chicago
LaGuardia
San Francisco
Los Angele~

Price-Round Trip•
$135.00
73.00
135.00
73.00
135.00
112.00
73.00
135.00
73.00
135.00
199.00
112.00
73.00

*Schedules and Fores are subJect to change without notice.
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WE'RE STARTING EARLY SO YOU CAN SCHEDULE YOUR CHRISTMAS VACATION EARLY • , • CALL NOW FOR YOUR
RESERVATION AND INfORMATION CONTACT RHONDA, MONARCH TRAVEL 24:1·1311.

,.J'.•.•.•,.•....·.•.•.•.•.·.·.·.•.•Jia•a•a•a•.•.·.•.·.·.·.-.-.•.·.•.yJi.•.•Jirl'aYa"•··•A•.•.·.•.•.•.·.·.•.•.·-.•.y.•.•.•.•.•
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NEW MEXICO LOBO
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Why pay more?[ You con fly home with th~ group end fly back individually , •• with cr>nfirmed reservations! The Con•
sumer Affairs Office, Monarch Travel Agency, and' TWA have designed these groups for the University of New Mexico, As
long as you're affiliated with the University of New Mexico you can quolily for these special group rates, A minimum
af $10.00 deposit Is required with your reservation.

This week anly

Trades O.K.

will introduce into the science or
English program? Engelhardt
favors releasing teachers who have
specialized and giving them time
to move around the schools and
get new programs moving. "The
financial savings can be·
considerable and the changes will
occur in a much more stimulating
situation."
-Look at existing facilities in
turn to save money on school
construction.
In one town Engelhardt
recommended using the YMCA
gym instead of building a new
one.
ln another town it was
suggested that basement rooms of
churches be rented and used for
kindergarten and early grades'
classrooms.
For years Engelhardt had

·lfte;-min

FOR ALL UNM STUDENTS; FACULTY, STAFF
AND SPOUSES TO ••• SAN FRANCISCO •••
LOS ANGELES ••• CHICAGO ••• NEW YORK
ON TRANS WORLD AIRLINES.
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with the rough-legged hawk. "The
Swainson's hawk can't fly now
because it's moulting but I spend
about an hour a day talking to it
and feeding it,
"I'd like to work with birds as a
hobby for the rest of my life. I'd
like to work up to an accipiter,
then eventually work with an
eagle. It'll prubably be seve:ral
years before I work with an
accipiter."
As yet Urban does not belong
to the North American Falconer
Association. "You have to have a
letter of reference and train a wild
bird, provil'.~ you're a falconer.
I'm doing that now with the
horned owl. You show it to
sOmeone before and after. That's
proof.
Interested
"I don't recommend hawking
for just anyone. You have to be
very interested in it and have to
spend a lot of time with the birds.
Otherwise, it hurts the bird,"
Urban commented.
"I don't believe in .iust killing
for the sport. It's totally against
my ethics. I love the sport, but
just want the bird to kill to eat,"
The medieval huntsman calls
his hawk, With a flap of its wings,
the bird returns to its master's
gloved hand, where it sits, waiting
for the next kill.

SPECIAL CHRISTMAS RATES

used stereo equipment.

. Broiled Hamburger
.... (.···

I
I
I
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Remember Summer Cookouts
-- Get that same flavor
with our

payroll? With training you'll
probably get the work done with
three or four men, saving a couple
of salaries at least.
-Is the principal pushing too
much paper? A salary of $25,000
isn't uncommon for a principal. Is
it wise to have him spending 60
per cent of hi~> time "ordering oil"
or "filling out a form on who
broke a window." Such things go
on. Principals would be more
productive if they spent less of
their highly·pllid time doing what
an intelligent clerk could do at far
less cost per hour.
-Plan less expensive school
buildings, taking lldvantage of
pre-fabricated and air supported
structures and other cost-saving
technological advances. "We're
not doing this we11,"
-Look at transportation. In
one state, for example, 42 school
districts have 42 different transit
systems for pupils. Merging them
all into a statewide system would
reduce costs by up to 40 per cent.
-Examine the teacher's
production. One certified teacher
at a high _salary ·may, with
assistance from a lower paid
"aide," be able to spend "certified
teaching" time more productively.
Teaching instead of pushing
paper-like the principal bogged
down with nitty-gritties.
-Examine the hierarchy of
coordinators and specialists at the
administrative level. Is it really
f'IScally sound to have them sitting
around thinking about what they

r· ...........................................................

A prize turkey will be given to
the individual winner and team
winne.r in the intramural
department's cross· campus run
to be held this Saturday morning
atlO.
The course, which originates
from Zimmerman field, will cover
approximately two miles in a
figure·S . course around campus.
There will be individual and team
competition, with four runners to
a team. Sponsors of the tourney,
the intramural department, said
entries should be made at their
office.
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"The hawk must come to the
glove when you command it. If
the bird stands on the perch, then
flies directly upwiU'd, it gets 10
tim!!S more exercise than if it just
flies. The harder and faster it can
hit, the more strength the bird
gets. It hits down hard so the
weight comes into it. The weight
does a lot of the killing,"
The rough · legged hawk was
given tp Urban by a friend who
moved away. "It had been in 11
cage all its life and was afraid of
all live food." .
The !!'ish and Game
Department gave him the
Swainson's hawk. He said he will
keep it until it's ready for the
wilds.
Urban, a freshman, had his
rough-legged hawk and the owl in
the wildlife display in the Hobby
Building at the New Mexico State
Fair this year. "The Department
helped me there. They didn't have
facilities for the hawk, so they
gave the bird to me because they
knew I worked with birds.
Talk to It
Urban, who says he is an
amateur falconer, spends about
one and a half to two hours a day
with the owl and about an hour

Consultant Proposes Education Cost .Cuts
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the bii-d can make an easy kill."
The birds eat everything from
the animal - bones, feathers, fu1-.,
The undigested matter is then
regurgitated and is know.n as a .
pellet, Urban said,
"The rough • legged hawk
doesn't eat anything over the size
of a very small cottontail because
it has very small feet, The owl can
take adult rabbits.
"The last thing you want them
to do is to carry food off the
glove or while they're flying.
Otherwise the birds will fly off,
eat and may completely leave
you.
Hunger
"The bird's whole trust stems
from hunter. They get the food
from you. When you're training a
hawk, it has to accept you as an
ally."
The hawk sits on the ring
perch. Attached to its legs are
straps called jesses. "Usually bells
are attached to the jesses so when
the bird flies off you can hear it."
Urban also usel;l a rawhide strap as
a leash which is connected to the
jesses, then to the' ring perch. For
a glove he uses a very thick
welding glove with a long
gauntlet.

• • •

Taxpayer's Delight

Cross-Campus Race
To Feature Turkey

II

......__. __

Galder," said Sloan, "They're
probably going to throw the ball
quite a bit."
Concentrating on a leakproof
pass defense isn't the only task
the Lobos face. Sloan said UTEP
has made some significant changes
both offensively and defensively
since last year, and the result is a
more balanced offensive attack
and a much stronger defen~e.
Berry Complements Hatch
Hatch has been bested in the
rushing category by senior James
Berry so far this year, to the tune
of 4 04 net yards to 323 for
Hatch, The Miners average around
120 yards aground this year.
But Keithley is definitely the
leader of the Miner offense. He is
responsible for 115 yards a game
total offense, which is twice as
much as any other Miner, He has
passed 157 times for 84
completions and 1004 yards and
four TD's.
All-WAC flanker Ed Puishes is
back for his senior year, and so far
has 21 grabs for 303 yards and a
touchdown. Sloan compared
Puishes with Fred Graves of Utah,
saying he "has more speed." This
also applied to Miner split end
Mike Anderson, said Sloan, who
has 22 grabs for 300 yards.
4th Quarteritis
Despite this array of offensive
potential, the Miners have
been plagued with poor · fourth
quarter performances all year.
So far this year, UTEP has
scored 108 points to 112 for the
opponents, but in the fourth
quarter they have cashed in on
but 14 points to 51 for the
opponent.
This, said Sloan, is where the
new UTEP defense comes in.
"They've gone to an eight- man
front," said _Sloan. "They play a
normal technique off a widetackle • six defense and a split • six
defense."
Sloan said this was a new twist
to Miner defenses, and the
formations have worked well for
Dobbs. In the eight games the

I
I

Hawking Enthusiast at UNM
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ONE NIGHT ONLY THURSDAY, NOV. II. 8:15
TICKETS $4.50-$4.00-$3.50-$M0-$2.50
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StUDENTS $1.00 DISCOUNT

ON SALE: POPEJOY BOX OFFICE
SEARS ROEBUCK AND CO. ~
RIEDLINGS DOWNTOWN
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Ex-Boxer Becomes First
Black New Jersey Sheriff
CAMDEN, N.J. (UPI)Former World Heavyweight
Boxing Champion Jersey Joe
Walcott was sworn into office
Tuesday as New Jersey's first
black shedff, His minister son
held the Bible during the
emotional ceremony,
The 57- year~ old ex~
pri:z;efighter, whose real name is
Arnold Cream, took office on the
steps of the Camden County
Courthouse in 30-del!ree cold. ·He

xeturned almost immediately to
Cooper Hospital, where he has
been recovering from what his
doctoJ:s say is exhaustion resulting
from a :rugged Democratic
campaign,
Walcott's son, the Rev. Vincent
Cream, pastor of the Bethlehem
Baptist Church in Woodbury,
N.J., delivered the invocation and
held the Bible as Walcott was
swo:~:n by Louis L. Goldman,
senior county judge.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

1)

"LAW SCHOOL-WILL I LIKE IT?
CAN I MAICE IT?" A new hook by n
reeent law graduate for proapectivc law
students. Send $2.95. Kroes Press, Box
1170!.1.A Mllwaukec, Wis. 5317. 11/11
·ORTHODOX BAHA'I FIRESIDES, Thursday nights, 7:30, 521 Spruce SE, .Apt.
3Hi, For infonnatlon or transportation
enll 242-4839, or write P.O. Box 737,
Albu., 87103. 11/11
EXPERIENCED TE_C_H_N-IC_A_L_T_Y_P_I_N_G,
IBM Electric. Call 255·5170 or 298·9771.
11/lG
I WILL WORK ON YOUR 10·SPEED as
it it were mine, The lllke Shop, 823
Yale SE. 842·9100. 11/12
TUTORTNO-all auhjectg-aJl levels. El(.
J>erleneed, ~ertified or rollette teachers.
CERTIFIED TUTORING SERVICE 296-8100. 12/7
RESIDENTIAL TYPEWRITER AND
ADDER. Service, cleaned nnd repaired.
RCMonabfc price$. Cntr 242-GOG4. week
dn..Vs and weekend9. 8-8. 11/6
TYPtNG-Term rmnem. etc. ·~--4'lc pet< PU!r<!,
atrnlght cony. 266·2489. 11111
FINI~ OLD FASHIONED PORTRAIT
PIIOTOGRAPHY - Wedding. You or
What<lver, 242·755~. 12/8

PUREBRED MALE DOBERMAN PUP·
l'lES. $60.00. 344·8740. 11/15
8x37 SPARTAN TRAILER. Call Mel ext.
4532 days, 877-9259 evenings. 11/19
'60 LARK, .CONVER'l.'IDJ.,E. Qood radio
and upholstery. Rear smashed. Needs
battery, $75. 299·6846-sberry.
1!171 SUPER BEETLE, 5,000 miles, full
wiU'ranty, best offer. :Pete 266-4368. 11/9
11171 NORTON 750 COMMANDO. Like
new, bought in August. 247·1711, E:.t.
8324. 7:30 to 4 :80 only, 11/16
AUTO TAPE PLAYER:-P~both~
and cassette. Two movable spreaders,
hard•wood cabinets. Paid $176.00 in July.
Sell for $125.00. Cnll Art 277-5548 before
u:OO•. ll/11
FIREWOOD FOR SALE. UNM Sttldcnt.
247-9170. Pinon and cedar, Stuclent .discount. 11/24
S.il.VE $7'! en no"cr 'l'i~<l?n Honna 70 trailbike. $275. Jim, 247-0093. 11/17
FOR SALE OR TRADE for good cycle-l!lGO lo'leetwood. Condition - Excellent
tires and engine. Phone 3116. 11/11
GARRARD SL91iB Turntable, llase, Cover,
Accesaories, Shure M!llE Cartridge, 2569004. 11/11
70 MAVERICK. Stnndard Trans., Radio,
33,600 mllcs. S900. 87'1-3737 after & vm•
11/11
USED FUR COATS, $16.00-$30.1!0, while
they lMt. THE BEAD SHAMAN. 11/16
KAS'fLE 20Gs with l'rlarker l31ndfnga
Lange Doots, nlze 8%. Barrecrarter poles.
Used 1 seaqon. Orisdnal Cost $285. Sell
for $150. See McDonald at Journalism
20U after 4.
CUS'l.'OM MADE BELTS, :Purses, leather
glfts. The Mind Shaft, 106A Cornell
12/8
DEAL STUDENT TO STUDENT, Save
30-50% on Diamond rings. 344·6349.
11/16
1971 CASSETTE TAPE PLAYER. Dual
Speaker-Automatic Level Recording,
2'17-4296. 20i12
NEW 11171 ZIG ZAG SEWING MACHINES. The$e machines have built
in controlil for sewing on huttonl!l, monograms, etc. $35 each. Cash or tenns.
United Frcfght; Sales. 3920 San Mateo
NE. Open 9 tU 9, SundaYs 12-li. tfn
NEW 100 WATT COMPONENT SE'l.'.
AM-FM multi-plex aerro-.radlo with
black out dial nnd built in stcrC(l S-track
recorder Player, With Jnrge OSR. chang.
er. And huge G air suspension Blica'kcl'
system. Compare at $4GO. Limited sup.
Ply-$199.9G each. CMh or term3. United
Freight Sales. 3920 Snn Mllteo NE. Open
9 til 9, Sundays 12·5. tfn
30 USED PORTAB'LE TV'S. $30-$60. 441
\Vyominn NE. 255·5987, 12/20

4>

7> 'IlSCELLANEOUS

11/11

AGORA-When you need somebo£ly to llstf:n, we'JI bll there, Talking, rf:nsoning,
and coffee no e:l(tra.. .Any twenty-four
hours. Northwest corner Mesa Vista. 2773013 11/5

2)'~tO~ST...:-..&_F_O_U_N_D
_ _ __

LOST: NOV. 3. MAN'S TIMEX WATCH
and Girl's ID bracelet (engraved Debbie)
Mitchell Hall bas!1mf:nt women's lounge.
~ __ _
Reward. 26ff-9067. 11/l'T
REWARD: $5.00 Black vinyl folder, con~
tainlng note. Lost in Bookstore. Scott
265·9118. 11/17
LOST: 11/G Silver and Gold :Parker foun~
tnln pen. Reward. John 642·125G/277n
2516. 11/17
FOUND: SMALL BLACK AND WHITE
long haired !emal;J dog. Collar and lcMh
attnched. She's b\'ight and cute. Found
Jnst week vicinitY Central and Amherst.
21i6·1400. 11/15
LOST :LADIES RING, white stone, gold
band: between D~mtal Hygiene building
and S{]B. Rewnrd. 268·GG18. 11/12
..;_~-:-LOST NOV. 3. lllnck Shiny Dog. Medium
ai2e. Answers to Max, 242-5964, 210
Manic NE. 11/11
3)

SFRVICES

--

FOR RENT

TWO GENTL-'F-~1\-fE-,N--S-T'"'U_D_E_N_T_S__,sh-n-re
room with ldtchl'n privilem:!l. Evenings
266-0I:WG. 11/16

5l

FORSALE

C.B. Radiro. Brew nnd Mobile 23 Ch. 1969

4

nnlR~hr;, ~Ql~oJ; v!Yfa~t;~~l!fao1o~r6~~

4013. 11/lG
1961 CHEV WAGON. 283-.Automntic
A/C. $300 or make offer. 255·1173. 11/15
RAL~IGH INTERNATIONAL, 10 Slld.
ExeeUent Condition, $200.00. Phone 2659372.
1967 SUPERClt.ARGED SHELBY G·T
350. Hurst 4-speed, mngs. konls and
stereo. Excellent condition. 242-0715.
11/15
.
-lM CD ltOND.A 1970, Front disc btake.
Luggage rack, . extraa. Exc. Cond1t!on,
$775.00. Call Ed at 298·8137, 6704 Dodd
NE. 11/11
SWIVEL DESK Cl!AIR, Pecan $25; Typewriter, completely reconditioned, portable
with clllle, $35: 265-4831, noon-9 pm,
11/16
-BELr~s ON
only . $S Oil
Lob-;;
Men's Slum. 2120 Central SE. 243-G!l64,
S!!llln~r "ANNABELLE" 1928 Model A
Ford cmme wlth 1·urnhle aeat. Shq's a
beauty. Ui!ed every day, P<lrfect 2nd
ear. 2GCJ-4013. 11/16
1tlli4 HUDSON HORNET, rebuilt engine.
$1'15.00 or best otter, call 867·2671, 11/16
P.EltFECT CHUJSTMAS GiCt-AntfotH! set
Dicken's lltustrated dnssics (1800's),
$GO. New hl!av~ split cowhttle man's
fringed Jncket-Jargc--$20. 201!-4304.

at

SALE

Unique Jewelry
For the Unique Occasion

Ski Club

The UNM Ski Club will discuss
:final plans for their Thanksgiving
ski nip to Mon~:rch, Colo, at 7:30
p.m. Wednesday, Nov. 10 in the
Union Theater. Ski trip deposit
deadline is Nov. 10, 7:30p.m,

McGovern Students
Students for McGovern will
have button&, posters and
propaganda availabh~ at a table in
the Union lobby on Nov, 10 from
9 a.m. to 3 p.m. ·
Lar:ry Goodell and Charlie
Vermont, both living in Placitas,
will :r:ead from their own wotk at
the Kiva, Nov, 12, at 8 p.m.
Eve:ryone is invited to this free
readihg sponsotetl by Lht: !Jlii:!L..y
series.

5) FORSALE

PERSONALS

TWO STUDENT MATHEMATICIANS
NEEDED one hour--$15. CnU 277-2452
or 277-5161. NEED RlDE TO CALI·
FORNIA Nov. 19, NEW JERSEY Det!,
18. 11110
VACATIONS COMING UP! Vba nnd
Pa<:snort information. Call Joe BrawleY,
266•7Gll. 11/1&

l

CAMPUS BRIEF§

Poetry Reading

WHERE: Journalism auiJding. R!!om
RATES: 7e pel' word, 20 word minimum ($1.40) p~ time run. If ad is to
205, afternoons Preferably or mail.
run ftve or mQre consecutive days with
Cl!Ulsifled Advertisln~r
no changes the rate is reducl)d to 6c
UNM :P.O. llox 20
per word and the minimum number of
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
words to. 10,
TERMS: Payment must b!il made in full prior to Insertion of advertisement

NEEDED '1.'0 RENT--APartmf:nt for two
near campUll. Sooner the better, 8669310. 11/17
WILL HELP WITH nEN'l.' for part time
use of a ho\llle. Leavl) message. 256·1021.

I

Bike Owners

Bike owners are invited to
attend the meeting of a new
o:rganization. called BIKE {Bicycle
Information and Knowledge
Everywhere), Thursday, Nov. 1l
at 7:30 p.m. in the UNM
Education Complex, room 105.
Maurice Wildin, a UNM faculty
member, heads the organization
and welcomes concerned
individuals to attend.

Environmentalists

ecce Meeting

Black Mesa, other state • wide
The Committee of Citizens .
environmental
problems, and
Concerned about Corrections will
election
of
office:rs
will be the
meet Nov. 10 at 7:30 p,m, in
agenda
on
the
Students
for
room 108 of the UNM Law
EnviJ:onmental Action meeting at
School.
8 p.m. Thursday, Nov, 11 at the
Ecology Information Center1
Two Plays
1417 CentriU NE.
·
·
The National Players will
p-resent "The Miser" by Moliere
Nursing Rights
Nov. 23 and "'l'he Taming of the
A studt'ttt - fa<:ulty cmnmittee
. Shrew" by Shakespeare Nov. 24 has formulated a statement for
as part of the Popejoy Hall student rights in the College of
entertainment series. Tickets are Nursing, It will be presented on
still available in the $2 to $4 price Nov. l1 at 3;30 p.m. in :room
range. Both plays will begin at 3033 of Mesa Vista hall. AU
8:15 on their respective evenings. College of Nursing students are
asked to attend.

"Magic Sam,,

The group ' 1Magic Sam" will bE.
at the UNM .Ballroom Nov. 12
from 8 p.m. to 11 p.m. All
proceeds will go to the
Fartnworker. Cause.

Semite Statements ~
The Lobo is accepting Senate
8tatements until Thursday at 5
p.m. in the Lobo office in the
Student Publicatio_ns Building.

FRANCOIS TRUFFAUT'S

Fred Harris Speaks
Democratic Sen. Fred R. Harris
of Oklahoma, a potential
presidential aspirant, will speak at
UNM Friday at 9 p.m. in the
lecture hall of the new Law
School.

Y o2a Societv

wilh JEAN PIERRE lEAUO

Ananda Marga Yoga Society
presents slides from India of the
organization's activities there, and
a lecture and discussion on the
relationship of service to
humanity and meditation on Sat.,
Nov. 13 at one p,tn. at the
Newman Certter Auditorium.
All are welcome. Refreshments
will be served.
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by Akira Kurosawa

~
~

director of Yojimbo, Seven Samurai, Sanjuro
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at 6:00, 8:00, 10:00

~

~

75 cents in the SUB theatre
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by the Film Committee
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CLA§§IFIED

A DVERTKSHNG

Univer$ify P.O. BoK 20, UNM, AlbuqoerqueN N. M. 87106

RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that1s 20 words)
5¢ pet word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)

TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement
ClASSIFICATIONS:
1, Personals
5. For Sale

• 2. lost & Found·
6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

INSERT THE fOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT -----TIMES STARliNG---

Want Ads say it
·in a Big Way!!

Bands and Rings in

Gold, Silver and Stones
by Tom W. Thomason
fNClOSED $_ _ _....._

At The

PLACED BY___._....____ ........._ _ _ _ __

Studio Gallery
400 San Felipe N.W.

Old Town

l,agcS

NEW MEXICO LOBO
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